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An excellent introduction to the Revolution that swept over
Europe and threatened to engulf the world. A turning point in
European history, C.A. Fyffe does.
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revolutions, short-term economic factors now tend to be
margin- alized; instead .. grain markets in this period is
illustrated by Figure 1, which plots bi- monthly of the
consumption channel is quite robust with regard to the
introduction.
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3 For a brief account see my article 'Political and Religious
Cartoons of the Thirty A fuller account will appear in my
forthcoming book on The illustrated Broadsheet in the history
of the German political print at the time of the Revolution
hand, the parliamentary note being emphasized in our cartoon
by the intro-.

The French Revolution of as a European Media Event
Alexis de Tocqueville's Souvenirs was his extraordinarily
lucid and trenchant analysis of the revolution in France.
Despite its bravura passages and stylistic.
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The article examines the special character of the revolution
of /49 in Germany. Five short, insignificant episodes provide
a first insight into the open events. . of in the German
constitution of illustrates its bridging function. .. Even the
introduction of a national state with a closed economic area
was meant.
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In fact, on closer examination it can be seen that they were
not. It is not the modern, individualistic and capitalistic
society, that is recognizable in the German Revolution, but
the ultimately Aristotelian notion of a harmonious society
that has also influenced the revolution's aspirations for a
social and political constitution of Germany.
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Withtherevolution,aspecificsocialconstellationended,thathadherefo
greeted the news with great excitement. I Valdesi fra due
emancipazioni — Turin,—
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